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Editorial
The Swiss franc is not an attractive currency
for big investors
Dear Investor,
The Swiss franc's legendary status as a safe haven in times of crisis remains unshaken. This is particularly true when there are problems in the Eurozone. For example, the franc made significant
gains against the euro during the
budget dispute between the EU Commission
and the Italian government. In the interests of
security it therefore makes sense for investors to
keep a sizeable chunk of their portfolios in
francs. However, when things are quiet on the
financial markets, the franc tends to lose ground
as it is not an attractive currency for big institutional investors.
The franc does not offer any market for tradable money market investments comparable with
US Treasury Bills or euro-denominated German
Bubills. The only option available to anyone
wishing to park cash in Swiss francs over the
short term is to place time deposits or fiduciary
investments with banks. This holds little appeal
for two reasons: firstly, the banks charge a negative interest rate on large sums and secondly,
investors have to bear the bank's credit risk.
The Swiss franc bond market is also too small
for large investors. The Swiss Confederation still
has CHF 70 billion worth of bonds outstanding.
This year, the government's budget surplus can
be expected to reduce this volume by a further
CHF 3 billion. With a debt ratio of 42% of GDP,
Switzerland's debt is too low from the point of
view of the bond market. It is a similar picture
when it comes to issues placed by Swiss cantons
and cities. The market for corporate bonds is focused on bonds issued by banks and insurance

companies, which account for a good third of
the volume in this segment. Moreover, once
issued, many bonds disappear into the portfolios of institutional and private investors, only to
reappear when they mature. It is therefore all
but impossible to diversify credit risks when investing large sums in Swiss franc bonds. On top
of this, low interest rates mean the potential for
earnings is modest.
Only the Swiss equity market satisfies the requirements of large-scale investors. Given that the
three heavyweights Nestlé, Novartis and Roche
account for a good 50% of the Swiss Performance Index, index-oriented investors have to
accept a cluster risk. However, investors who are
not tied to index weightings will find a number
of good companies from a range of sectors with
solid business models and quality products whose shares offer reasonable levels of liquidity.
Compared to the dollar or the euro, the franc is
something of a niche product and is too small
for large international portfolios. For the same
reason, it plays a minor role as a reserve currency for central banks. However, this is of no concern to private investors. During times of economic and political turbulence, they benefit from
Switzerland's safety, which is also reflected in
the «safe haven» status of the franc.


Dr. Thomas Stucki
Chief Investment Officer
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Economy
Headwind for the Eastern Swiss economy?
2018 was a good year for the economy of Eastern Switzerland. Strong foreign demand provided important support, as did local construction activity. However, the first signs of a slowdown began to emerge mid-way through the
year. But where did the strongest headwinds
come from?
For many of the region's companies, the EU –
and Germany in particular – are key. The German economy only barely escaped a recession.
In the third quarter, GDP contracted by 0.2%,
while the fourth quarter saw zero growth. The
negative impact of Germany's sluggish growth
therefore made itself felt in the second half of
the year. In Q3, cyclical sectors, in particular – including the metalworking, mechanical engineering and electrical industries – actually saw exports fall in some cases. However, the diesel
scandal also had an impact. The EU-wide introduction of new exhaust gas measurement procedures led to substantial production losses
among the big vehicle manufacturers. Many
companies dependent on the automotive sector cut back their production in response. This
also affected companies in Eastern Switzerland.
The recurrent strengthening of the Swiss franc
was another factor that took its toll. Since April,
the franc has gained 6% against the euro, making Swiss production operations more expensive. German growth should pick up again over
the coming quarters, however. Exports from
Eastern Switzerland to Europe already stabilized
again in the fourth quarter.
Stronger headwinds from the East
The region also encountered stronger headwinds from China in the fourth quarter. China's
economy is showing signs of weakening across
a broad front. According to official data, China
grew by 6.6% in 2018 and growth of around
6% is still forecast for 2019 and 2020. However,
China is the world's second largest economy,
accounting for around one third of global
growth. When a colossus of this size sneezes,
exporters in Eastern Switzerland cannot be left
unscathed – and Q4 duly saw the region's Asiabound exports decline by 5.3%. The Chinese
government has been taking action to support
the economy for some time now. Among other
2
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measures, the central bank and the government
have provided more liquidity, cut interest rates
and launched new infrastructure projects. However, these investments will take time to filter
through to the real economy.
Trade conflict remains unresolved
The trade dispute still simmering between the
US and China is not making things any easier.
This is creating additional planning difficulties
for companies – including those based in Eastern Switzerland. At the moment, there are positive signals coming from both the US and China. But until there is greater clarity over this
issue, companies will postpone major investment decisions. This is having a negative impact
on economic activity, with cyclical industries
feeling the pinch the most. Trouble is also loo-

Growth in Germany and China decisive
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ming on another front: the US authorities are
currently investigating whether imported cars
and automotive components pose a risk to national security. While we do not expect this investigation to result in any new tariffs, President
Trump will use the findings to put further pressure on Europe over trade issues. This will once
again increase the uncertainty over new investments, particularly in the automotive sector.
The economy of Eastern Switzerland could feel
the effects of this during the course of the year.

downbeat. Apart from the more sluggish global
trend, another factor contributing to the slowdown is the decline in construction activity. Rising vacancy levels and, in some cases, falling
rents are making construction less attractive despite low interest rates. This means that Eastern
Switzerland too will see a slowdown in economic momentum. Due to its greater dependence
on cyclical industries, the region's economy often suffers more from a global slowdown than
Switzerland as a whole.

But: economic performance remains solid
We expect the Swiss economy to perform solidly in 2019 despite these uncertainties. Even so,
2019 will see GDP growth becoming more sluggish. The signals coming from the manufacturing and export sectors in particular are looking

Swiss franc a key factor for small exporters
The Swiss franc remains an important issue for
export-oriented companies. Larger companies,
such as Heerbrugg-based SFS, can neutralize
some of their currency risks by undertaking some stages of the production process locally. This
way not all of the value chain is exposed to currency fluctuations. By contrast, smaller companies with predominantly Swiss-based production operations bear the full brunt of the exchange rate risk. Their products are made in
Switzerland from start to finish. With its
70-strong workforce, Jona-based Feinstanz AG
exports more than 85% of its products. If the
franc rises sharply against the euro, this has the
effect of reducing the selling price of its products in CHF terms. Its production costs remain
the same, however, substantially eroding its
profit margins. The alternative would be for the
company to adjust its end prices accordingly
and pass on the higher costs to its final customers. In a competitive environment, though,
this is often only possible to a limited extent.

Swiss exports much lower in December
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Economic trend positive, but past its peak
Overall, we are not expecting a major downturn
in the global economy – despite the headwinds.
The turbulence triggered by the introduction of
new exhaust gas measuring procedures in Germany has passed. In addition, the state of the
US economy remains robust. At the same time,
the Swiss National Bank will intervene to limit
any excessive strengthening of the Swiss franc,
cushioning the negative effects on exporters.
Only from East Asia will any harsh winds continue to blow. The dip in growth in China has not
yet been overcome and will thus continue to adversely affect Swiss exporters.
n
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Interest rates and yields
Low interest rates change bond market
Persistently low interest rates attracted many
new companies to the bond market in 2018, resulting in an 8% increase in issuing volume. Despite this, the volume of all outstanding Swiss
franc-denominated bond issues fell slightly for
the fourth year in a row.
While Swiss borrowers are benefiting from the
continuing brisk demand for CHF bonds, the
strength of the currency has upset the applecart
for their foreign counterparts. For foreign borrowers, raising funds in Swiss francs on the currency swap market is rarely worthwhile on current
terms. Thus, each year since 2011, redemptions
of foreign-issued bonds have significantly outnumbered new issues. This period saw the volume of CHF bonds issued by foreign borrowers
fall steadily from just over CHF 300 billion to
around CHF 143 billion.
Swiss companies step into the breach
The moderate fall in the overall volume of bonds
in the CHF capital market is therefore attributable to domestic borrowers. Even among the latter, though, the borrower structure has changed
significantly in recent years. While attractive interest rates for issuers coupled with a simultaneous dearth of options for investors have enabled
companies with lower credit ratings in particular
to raise funds on the capital market, we are seeing a steady decline in the volume of outstanding public-sector bonds. With public sector
budgets continuing to improve, the Swiss Confederation and cantons will once again hardly
need to raise any fresh capital this year. 2019 is
expected to see the volume of outstanding Swiss
Confederation bonds, for example, contract by
a further CHF 3.3 billion. The Finance Administration is planning to issue new bonds worth CHF
2.5 billion this year, but a Confederation bond
with a volume of CHF 5.8 billion is due to mature in May.
Significant decline in liquidity
The decline in the supply of public-sector bonds
does nothing to improve liquidity on the capital
market, since federal government and cantonal
bonds are generally regarded as the ultimate in
liquid bond issues. The decline in liquidity
was in
2000
evidence most recently towards the end of the
4
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year, when investor confidence was briefly shaken by various economic and political uncertainties. Bond investors had to contend with a significant decline in liquidity on the capital market,
which in some cases led to sharp swings in corporate bond prices. Fortunately, things have
since calmed down again slightly and corporate
bond prices have largely recovered. The episode
nevertheless serves to remind us that even in a
bond portfolio it is more important than ever to
have adequate diversification across sectors,
credit ratings, maturities and, of course, borrowers.
n

Capital market structure altered by low public-sector debt
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Equity markets
Attractive investment region east of Zurich
There is an attractive investment region to the
east of Zurich. It is home to many companies
with global operations, some of them market
leaders in their niche sectors.
Many exceptional companies from a range of
sectors are based in the region to the east of Zurich. The companies there benefit from
Switzerland's stable economic conditions, from
the know-how of the region's numerous universities and colleges and from a network of successful, innovative companies and the talent
they attract. Eastern Switzerland, in particular,
has played host to an emerging cluster of innovative high-tech industries. The region also benefits from the advantages of being close to the
border. Most of the region's 85 or so companies
listed on the Swiss Exchange have small to medium-sized capitalizations. Regardless of their size, many are leaders in their field and sell their
products and services worldwide. In the following we present four examples.
Ems-Chemie: innovative prowess
Headquartered in Domat/Ems, from which it
takes its name, Ems-Chemie mainly produces
high-performance plastics. The Specialty Chemicals division also accounts for 10% of sales. The

Attractive investment region
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most important market for the Ems-Chemie's
high-margin high-performance polymers is the
automotive industry, where its products help
achieve weight and cost savings. The company’s
innovative capacity and low costs to its customers make it resilient to the sharp cyclical swings
that affect the automotive industry. What sets
Ems-Chemie apart is its business model, coupled
with a strong balance sheet and an attractive dividend yield of 3.5%.
Lindt & Sprüngli: portfolio sweetener
Based in Kilchberg, Lindt & Sprüngli is the
world's leading producer of premium chocolate,
with a presence in more than 100 countries.
Lindt & Sprüngli produces a broad range of confectionery, from bars of chocolate to chocolate
assortments and seasonal articles. Over the medium term, business is expected to grow organically by 5% to 7%, with countries such as China, Japan and Russia offering particular potential. Shareholders also participate in the company’s
successful business performance and growing
free cash flow through increasing dividend distributions and share buyback programmes.
SFS: precision made in Eastern Switzerland
SFS of Heerbrugg is the global leader in mechanical fastening systems and precision moulded
parts. The construction, electronics and automotive industries are important end markets.
The company counts Apple among its customers. Investors benefit from SFS's strong customer retention. The company is involved in its
customers' development processes at a very early stage.
VAT: strong market share and robust margin
Haag-based VAT is the leading manufacturer of
vacuum valves by far, with a market share of
around 50%. Investors benefit from its high
operating margin of more than 30% and growing demand over the medium term as semiconductor structures become more complex.
VAT's ability to rapidly adjust production capacities enables it to maintain robust margins despite cyclical end markets. Despite a slowdown
in demand, investors are currently being rewarded with an above-average dividend yield of
3.8%.
n
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Currencies
Euro burdened by uncertainty and ECB
2019 got off to a positive start on the equity
markets. When the financial markets are calm
the Swiss franc tends to weaken. In terms of the
EUR/CHF exchange rate, the shared currency has
only benefited from this to a limited extent.
Up until April 2018, the euro had been gaining
ground, nudging up to the CHF 1.20 mark
against the Swiss franc. A positive economic
outlook gave the euro a boost. The pace of economic growth in the eurozone has slowed in recent months. While the leading indicators still
point to robust growth, a generally weaker outlook is evident here too. The EU Commission has
downgraded its GDP growth expectations for
2019 from 1.9% to 1.3%. The main negative
factors here are the lower predictions for Germany and Italy. Although these revised forecasts
did not come as a surprise after the last published economic data, they did put pressure on the
euro. At the same time, they dealt a major blow
to the prospects for a turnaround in interest rates in the eurozone.
Monetary policy put to the test
Various monetary policy assessments are due to
be published in March. Given the weaker economic outlook, it makes no sense for the European
monetary authorities to force the pace of the
monetary policy turnaround. New forecasts for
growth and inflation are due out on 7 March.
Discussions over a fresh round of long-term loans for commercial banks suggest that the ECB
will continue to proceed with extreme caution.
The Fed is also expected to provide further information on the future interest rate path on 20
March. Instead of further rate hikes, the financial market now expects an end to the US rate
tightening cycle. A cautious Fed should limit any
further upside potential for the US dollar.
SNB and the Swiss franc
The Swiss National Bank will follow on 21 March.
Since the SNB's monetary policy assessment in
December 2018, the Swiss franc has retreated
slightly on a trade-weighted basis. This is mainly
due to the strengthening of the US dollar.
Against the euro, the franc's value has remained
virtually unchanged. The Swiss currency has been trending higher against the euro since the
6
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summer of 2018, but still remains well short of
the CHF 1.07 or so to which the franc rose in
2017. The weekly data on banks' sight deposits
with the Swiss National Bank give an indication
of whether the SNB is intervening to support the
EUR/CHF exchange rate. Based on this evidence,
its last large-scale intervention was in spring
2017. Since then, the sight deposits have remained relatively constant.
Signs of a recovery would put pressure on
the franc
The euro continues to serve as a «barometer» of
confidence in the Eurozone. In relation to the
single currency, the franc will retain its reputation as a safe haven during turbulent market phases. The Swiss National Bank will closely monitor
movements on the foreign exchange market,
but will refrain from intervening for now. For the
euro to strengthen against the franc – or against
the greenback – the European economy would
need to show some signs of a recovery.
n
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Commodities
Oil market showdown
US shale oil is becoming increasingly important.
The Americans are now pumping more oil than
ever and have become a major producer. This
means more competition for the traditional oilproducing countries.
Total US oil production currently stands at 11.9
million barrels per day. This means that more
crude oil is produced in the US than either in
Russia or Saudi Arabia, the two previous frontrunners. This turn of events is mainly due to the
shale oil boom of the past decade. Crude extracted by shale drilling now accounts for 60% of
total US oil production, as against 12% ten years ago. Of the four major US shale oil regions,
one stands out particularly prominently – the
Permian Basin. Over the past two years, local oil

US shale oil gains in importance

and gas production has increased by 50%. The
Permian Basin lies between the states of Texas
and New Mexico, where it benefits from its proximity to the Gulf of Mexico and comparatively
short transport routes. The other production
areas, Eagle Ford, Bakken and Niobrara, are posting more moderate growth rates.
Traditional producer countries under pressure from the US
In its latest outlook report, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicts a further expansion of production in the US. The EIA forecast assumes an average production rate of 13.2 million barrels per day in 2020. This is shaking things
up in the oil market. On the one hand because
the US, the world's largest energy consumer, is
importing less and less crude oil, increasing the
competitive pressure on the traditional oil-producing countries and, on the other hand, because recent years have shown that the US shale oil industry is capable of responding to changes in prices. The industry responded to the
2014 price collapse by cutting costs, partly
through automation and computerization. Robots are increasingly being used to set up drilling
rigs, and artificial intelligence is increasingly
being used for monitoring purposes. A survey
conducted by the Dallas Fed shows that for the
most efficient production companies in the Permian Basin an oil price of USD 47 per barrel is
now sufficient to cover the costs of completing
a new well. The threshold is much lower still for
wells that are already up and running.
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Opec on the defensive
The booming US shale oil industry continues to
pose a challenge for the traditional oil-producing nations. The production cut of 1.2 million
barrels per day agreed by Opec and its partners
came into force in January. As announced, Saudi Arabia has significantly reduced its oil production, which has recently boosted the price of oil.
After falling sharply at the end of 2018, the price of WTI crude has stabilized again at levels
above USD 50. We shall be keeping an eye on
the production data, as these will reveal the state of production discipline. Over the coming
months, Russia in particular is due to make the
biggest cuts, along with Saudi Arabia.
n
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Investment Strategy
Have the lights switched back to green?
Since the beginning of the year, the majority of
stock markets have risen by more than 10%.
Market volatility has evaporated and the poor
market sentiment of December is history.
Everything seems to be fine again and investors
can now safely restore their equity exposure –
the lights have switched back to green. Is this really the case, though? Some «crisis indicators»
such as the VIX index of implicit volatility and
credit risk premiums do indeed signal an easing
of market tensions. However, even after the
strong start to the year, we would certainly not
say that «everything in the garden is rosy».
Mixed data signal market uncertainty
On closer inspection, what at first sight appears
to be a return to rising equity markets reveals some weak points. Topping the list is the economic
trend around the world. The upswing in the eurozone is showing signs of flagging. Germany is
not the only country that is no longer performing as well as in the past: Italy and France in
particular are also showing signs of weaker
growth. Overall, the economic data from the US
are still predominantly positive, with the leading
indicators in particular pointing to growth. In
contrast with the recent past, though, some figures have been disappointing recently. In China, we are seeing economic policy measures and
a more expansionary monetary policy are providing some initial impetus, but a real turnaround
is not yet visible. The global picture is one of
mixed data that suggest weaker but nevertheless positive growth.
Expansionary Fed and geopolitics as drivers
In response to lower inflation expectations and
slightly weaker growth momentum, the Fed has
positioned itself for a return to a more expansionary monetary policy. Whereas in December the
markets were still expecting two rate hikes in
2019, they are now ruling out such a prospect.
Some analysts are already expecting 2019 to see
a first rate cut. The new outlook for US interest
rates has given the equity markets some positive
stimulus. However, the geopolitical situation is
still tense given the power struggle underway
between the US and China. Ostensibly the aim is
to renegotiate the terms of the two countries'
8
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trade relations, but on a deeper level the question is one of hegemony – on both the political
and economic fronts. We expect the two heavyweights to reach agreement on trade, with China making concessions on market access as well.
But this only resolves the one issue. The geopolitical realignment is a long-term issue and constitutes a recurrent risk factor.
Equities, yes, but of the defensive variety!
Despite the delicate geopolitical situation and
weaker economic momentum, our equity allocation remains unchanged. By scaling back our
emerging market allocation in favour of Swiss
equities, we are giving the portfolios a slightly
more defensive composition.
n
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Market overview
Economic data and cycles
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Switzerland: Swiss economic growth remains strong, but is showing signs of
losing momentum.
USA: The US economy is in good shape. However, the leading indicators point to
a slowdown.
Eurozone: Economic growth is solid, but the phase of expansion is losing momentum. Growth is weakening.
Germany: Recurrent brief bouts of weakness are becoming increasingly common.
Momentum is waning.
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China: China has taken steps to counter the current growth weakness. Any
escalation of the trade dispute would prove an additional drag.
India: India’s economic development remains promising. However, India can only
escape the global slowdown to a limited extent.
Brazil: The recovery phase is still struggling to establish itself. At present it looks
very much like an upturn, albeit one which is hanging by a thread.
Russia: Outlook moderately positive, but no cause for euphoria. In particular, the
continuing low level of oil prices could hamper the economic upturn.
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Interest rates and currencies
Data as of 19 February 2019; Source: Bloomberg, Graphics: own illustration

Key interest rates for selected central banks
Switzerland: Growing imbalances in the real estate market are
a thorn in the side of the SNB. It will therefore make a start on
normalizing monetary policy even if the ECB does not, and will
raise its key interest rate for the first time in 2019.
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Eurozone: Key interest rates remain low. The slowdown in economic momentum in Europe will leave no scope for rate hikes in
2019.
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USA: The US economy is still performing well, particularly the labour market. After a pause in the interest-rate cycle we therefore expect two further rate hikes.
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Capital markets: yields on individual 10-year government bonds
Switzerland: The increased demand for bonds due to the tense mood is still keeping interest rates low. A countermovement
is likely once calm returns. In addition, during the course of the
year, attention will increasingly focus on the SNB's first rate
hike.
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Eurozone: The eurozone is seeing a slowdown in economic
momentum. However, capital market interest rates will edge
higher in the slipstream of US rates.
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USA: The US economy is still performing well, with no sign of
a recession in sight. Once the markets adjust their interest rate
expectations accordingly, capital market rates will move higher again too.

Currencies: rates for selected currency pairs
EUR/USD: Positive interest rates are buttressing the US dollar.
On the other hand, the trade conflict and America's twin deficits remain potentially negative factors for the greenback. The
euro, too, will have to contend with political uncertainties in
2019 however.
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2018

Euro in US dollar

2019

EUR/CHF: The euro continues to serve as a «barometer» of
confidence in the Eurozone. The franc will retain its reputation
as a safe haven during turbulent market phases.

Equity and commodity markets
Data as of 19 February 2019; Source: Bloomberg, Graphics: own illustration

Equity markets for selected regions (indexed)
The trade disputes between the USA and China and between
the USA and the EU are a negative factor. Then there are the
uncertainties surrounding a possible hard Brexit. The outlook
for the current earnings season is increasingly fading as a
positive driver. At the moment, the Fed's cautious stance is
the main positive factor.
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Valuations: estimated P/E ratio for selected regions and markets
Valuations are still at acceptable levels. In the US, the momentum of earnings growth has decreased significantly, but remains high. In the eurozone, earnings expectations have actually turned negative and have also weakened significantly in
Switzerland.
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Commodity markets: Price trend for oil and gold
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Gold price: The gold price is receiving support from investors.
More volatile markets have rekindled the interest in gold. One
indication of this is the performance of exchange-traded gold
funds.
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Oil price: Following tough negotiations, OPEC and other producer countries were able to agree on a production cut. For the
price to recover significantly, fears of a slowdown in the global
economy will need to be dispelled.
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Financial markets and forecasts
Closing prices as of 19 February 2019; Source: Bloomberg; Forecast: SGKB

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast
3 Months

Forecast
12 Months

SNB

-0.75 %

-0.75 %

-0.75 %

-0.75 %

-0.50 %

ECB

-0.40 %

-0.40 %

-0.40 %

-0.40 %

-0.40 %

FED

1.25 % – 1.50 %

2.00 % – 2.25 %

2.25 % – 2.50 %

2.25 % – 2.50 %

2.75 % – 3.00 %

Capital market yields

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months

10-year Conf.

0.17%

-0.03 %

-0.27 %

-0.20 % – 0.00 %

0.20 % – 0.40 %

10-year German Bund

0.74%

0.37 %

0.11 %

0.15 % – 0.35 %

0.40 % – 0.60 %

10-year Treasury

2.89%

3.06 %

2.63 %

2.80 % – 3.10 %

3.00 % – 3.30 %

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months

EUR/CHF

1.1550

1.1317

1.1353

1.10 – 1.15

1.08 – 1.13

USD/CHF

0.9361

0.9954

1.0010

0.97 – 1.02

0.97 – 1.02

EUR/USD

1.2337

1.1370

1.1341

1.11 – 1.16

1.09 – 1.14

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months
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1329
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Equity markets

YTD

Valuation
(est. P/E)

Current Index

Trend
last 3 Months

Forecast
3 Months

11.2 %

16.6

2780

EuroStoxx50 (local currency)

8.3 %

12.9

3239

SMI (local currency)

9.8 %

15.1

9256

Key interest rates

Currencies

Commodities
Oil (WTI, USD per barrel)

S&P500 (local currency)
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Disclaimer: The information contained on this Recommendation List and specifically the descriptions of individual securities constitute neither an offer to purchase the securities
nor an invitation to engage in any other transactions. All of the information contained in this document has been carefully selected and obtained from sources that the Investment Center of the St.Galler Cantonal Bank AG fundamentally believes to be reliable. Opinions or other representations conveyed in this document are subject to change without
notice. No guarantee is assumed as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. St.Galler Cantonal Bank AG is regulated and supervised by Swiss Financial Market Supervision
Authority FINMA, Einsteinstrasse 2, 3003 Berne, Switzerland, www.finma.ch.

